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                Quality, Energy Efficient
                    Replacement Windows & Doors in Edmonton

                
            


            
                
    
        

    


    No payment,
No interest
for 6 months
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            your INSTALLATION Fee.*

            *Valid till 
        

    





    
        

        We also offer blinds
    




                

                

                

                

                
                    
                        
                            Our showroom: 10508 - 184 St NW, Edmonton, AB, T5S 0N7,
                            phone: 780-800-7117
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                Bryan Baeumler

                HGTV Host and #1 Expert in Quality Construction and Renovations
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                    Canadian Choice Windows & Doors are approved and recommended by Bryan Baeumler
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                Your Edmonton Premium Window and Door Manufacturing and Installation Service


                Using only the best materials in our production and replacement process, we ensure your home’s windows and doors performance lasts for years to come. Get leak-proof, more energy efficient windows, and secure window and door replacements with our made in-house products at LESS of a price.


                Endorsed by Bryan Baeumler, a home renovation expert, our professionalism and quality workmanship strives to bring you only the highest standards of products and service. Now with the help of our fully licensed and trained-in house team of window installers, and project managers, get your personalized home window and door solution today!

            

        

    


    
        Discover the Canadian Choice
Replacement Windows Edmonton Advantage


        
            
                25-Year Warranty


                By manufacturing AND installing windows and doors, we provide the most extensive coverage options in the industry for all windows.

            


            
                Payment Made Easy
NO payment, NO interest for 6 months.

            


            
                Custom Design for Any Home


                Choose from up to 40 unique window styles and upgrade to ANY colour.

            


            
                Premium Energy Efficient Products


                With revolutionary DraftLOCK technology, save UP TO 30% on energy costs.

            


            
                Unbeaten Reputation


                More than 3000 positive reviews on HomeStars, over 1,000,000+ windows installed and nearly 100K satisfied clients across Canada.

            


            
                Hassle-FREE Process


                A dedicated Edmonton project manager will lead your project from A to Z.
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                                    Awning Windows
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                                    Casement Windows
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                                    Sliding Tilt Windows
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                                    Bay & Bow Windows
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                    Premium Quality Edmonton

                    Vinyl  Replacement Windows and Doors.
                


                Whether you’re looking for a strong and secure expertly ventilated window or a bright panoramic one, we’ve got you covered. Our awning and sliding tilt window designs work perfectly for first-floor kitchens, bathrooms, and basements.


                Our custom-produced window and door replacements are designed to accommodate every homeowner’s needs in Edmonton. Choose Canadian Choice Windows and Doors and learn more about our exclusive window and door features and limited-time offers today!


                Check details
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                Edmonton’s #1 Replacement Window and Door Installers


                Having served Canadians for over 30+ years, we’re committed to a great customer service and bringing you the best of quality energy efficient window and door replacements. Our experienced and licensed trained in-house staff ensure that you only receive the highest.


                We’re here to tailor our products to your home’s unique needs with our DraftLOCK windows and doors. We believe that every Edmonton family has the right to accessible, affordable, and durable replacement window and door. Contact your Edmonton project manager today to find a solution that works best for you.
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        We Manufacture.

        We Install.

        We Service.

    


    Product and Customer Service Satisfaction Guarantees Included





    
    
        Custom Windows & Doors Manufacturing
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        Window Replacement in  [image: 5]  Steps


        Are you an Edmonton homeowner considering a window upgrade, but feeling a touch uncertain about the entire operation?
 Let us dispel your concerns and steer you through the lucid, 5-step journey to new windows with Canadian Choice Windows and Doors:



    


    
        
            	
                    1
                    
                         Project Commencement
                    
                
	
                    2
                    
                         On-Site Consultation
                    
                
	
                    3
                    
                         Project Verification and Scheduling
                    
                
	
                    4
                    
                         Production
                    
                
	
                    5
                    
                         Installation
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                    Your Venture with Us

                    Throughout your venture, you can trust in our dedicated team handling all aspects, from scheduling, measurements, ordering, to installation. Typically, we conclude the entire venture from estimate to installation within a 12-to-16-week span.

                


                
                    So, what awaits you? Top-tier windows installed by veteran professionals, and a seamless venture from initiation to fruition. All that remains is for you to savor the new vista from your upgraded windows and keep them gleaming! A mild soap-water concoction is all you need to maintain your vinyl window frame and trim.

                    Should you encounter any unexpected issue, our 25-year transferable warranty on all windows and doors is your safeguard. We stand ready to remedy any installation or manufacturing concerns at NO additional cost to you. We'll handle all the details, so you can sit back and bask in the glow of your new windows in the comfort of your Edmonton home!

                

            

        

    


    
        Replacement Window and Door Series
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            Slim Contour Series

            
            A great solution for larger windows, the slimmer frames and mullions on the draftLOCKTM Slim Contoured
                Series has a glazed surface area that allows more light into the room while maintaining a great view of
                the outdoors.

            
        


        
            
                
                    Shop Slim Contour
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            Slim Contour Series

            
            This is our triple-pane window solution, with the same slimmer frames and mullions on the
                draftLOCKTM Slim Contoured Series. The Plus series is reinforced and designed with superior weight
                bearing features for greater durability and long-term performance. A top Energy Star performer with an
                industry record R-value and Most Efficient of 2021, this window series guarantees a 25% greater energy
                rating for your home. Hello Canada Greener Homes Grant!
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            Euro Series

            
            Do you want to be the cool kid on the block? The Euro Series has the latest technology and style for
                modern homes. The Euro Series window tilts and swings open up to 180 degrees for more air flow control,
                greater outside views, and they are so easy to clean.
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            Entry Door Systems

            Our exterior doors are manufactured in Canada using high quality materials for ultimate durability and maximum energy efficiency, which maximize your home’s curb appeal and market value. We offer a variety of additional sidelites and specialty shaped transoms.
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            Patio Doors

            
            Our Patio Doors are available in different styles including tilt and turn, bifold, sliding, and
                stacking.
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            Custom Window Coverings

            
            Blinds are one of the best window and door technology treatments. They offer privacy, durability and are cost effective. Our custom blinds are day and night blinds bringing you the best of day light, privacy and shade.
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            Working directly with homeowners in Edmonton and communities including, but not limited to: Leduc,
            St.Albert, Fort Saskatchewan, Sherwood Park, Spruce Grove, Camrose, Wetaskiwin and many more!
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                    Brighter, Greener, Stronger —

                    New  Technology

                


                Canadian Choice Replacement Windows and Doors design its products with you in mind. Your local
                    Edmonton project manager is here to optimise your home’s lighting, security, insulation and
                    aesthetic to find the ideal window and door fit for you.


                Ever had to deal with cracking, leaking or foggy windows and doors? Canadian Choice’s own DraftLOCK
                    Plus technology brings you the ultimate durable weather-resistant package. Experience the best of
                    triple sealed vinyl frames, extra-thick 1 ⅜” energy efficient frames as well as impact-resistant and
                    sound-proofing frames. Discover all this and more at your local Canadian Choice Windows and Doors
                    Edmonton branch at LESS of a price.


                Let in natural light while staying immune from the elements. Canadian Choice WIndows and Doors come
                    in a variety of styles to cater to your needs. Our handcrafted design is engineered to make your
                    home bigger, brighter and beautiful.


                Now with DraftLOCK’s Low-E coating feature, redirect heat during summers and cold during winters for
                    a comfortable, cosier and efficient home all-year round. Choose Canadian Choice Windows and Doors
                    and learn more about our exclusive window and door features and limited-time offers today!

            

        


        
    
        
            Leak-Proof Performance

            
            Our windows and doors are made with an advanced ASTM-approved acrylic system that eliminates unattractive rubber strips, which deteriorate over time, and securely bonds the sealed glass unit to the sash.

            
        


        
            World Class Energy Efficient Glass Units

            
            Glass units supplied from world-class manufacturers Cardinal I.G and Guardian Glass featuring
                exceptional LoĒ Glass Coatings.

            
        


        
            Optional Foam Insulation

            
            Foam insulation will increase the thermal efficiency of the window.

            
        

    


    
        
            Premium Hardware

            
            Superior quality hardware increases the durability of your windows and doors.

            
        


        
            Advanced Glazing Technology

            
                Eliminates the use of black or rubber glazing strips

            
        


        
            100% Eco-Friendly & Recyclable

            
            Constructed with the highest quality lead-free uPVC, all our windows are UV resistant and will not fade, discolour, warp, crack or peel.

            
        

    


    
        
            Maximum Strength Profile Corners

            
            For increased strength, all frame and sash corners are fusion welded throughout.

            
        


        
            Super Efficient Frames & Sashes

            
            Multiple-chamber frames and sashes ensure greater thermal efficiency and excellent soundproofing.

            
        


        
    




    




    
        
            
                

                Technology Comparison
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                Euro-finish Colours
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                Foam Filled


                
                    optional
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                SAWDAC Installation
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                24Hr Polymeric Spacer
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                Hidden Rubber Gaskets
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                Triple Glass 13/8
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            The images displayed on this website are for illustrative purposes only and may not fully represent the actual product.
        


    





    
        1000s of Colours & Textured Finishes
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                    DraftLOCK Windows are definitely one of the most attractive and energy efficient windows
                        on the market. Built to last and backed by an industry leading warranty, these windows are truly
                        a great investment that will enhance the value of your home for years to come.

                    
                    
                        
                            Bryan Baeumler

                            Canadian Television Host & Construction Expert
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                Best Home Window & Door Reviews


                
                    
                        100,000+

                        satisfied customers
                    


                    
                        3,000+

                        positive reviews on HomeStars
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                        Amit and Tisha, Oshawa, ON
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                        Sam and Liz, Toronto, ON
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                        Liam and Mary, Hamilton, ON
                    

                

            

        

    


    


    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Basement Windows And Doors

                                Windows & Doors Installation & Service in Edmonton

                                
                                    
                                        10

                                        10

                                    

                                

                            


                            Alexey responded really well on my inquiry about upgrading our doors and basement windows, from pricing up to installation. Alex and Simon did a great job installing them and finishing up in a timely manner. Highly recommended.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Rain

                                Edmonton, AB

                                Joined 2020/06/25
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                                Windows And Doors Replaced

                                Windows & Doors Installation & Service in Edmonton

                                
                                    
                                        10

                                        10

                                    

                                

                            


                            Living in Alberta with 30 year old windows was the reason for change. We were impressed with the professionalism from start to finish. We made choices in November and installation in January. Could have been installed in December but we waited till January. Luckily the weather cooperated and had it completed in two days. Doors were completed a week later. Two days later we had minus 40 weather for a complete test of our new attractive windows and doors. What a difference! The reason I went to Canadian was that the installation team was from their company and not out sourced. Thank-you Alexey and your installation team.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Arnie

                                Edmonton, AB

                                Joined 2020/12/12
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                                Window Replacements

                                Windows & Door Replacement

                                
                                    
                                        10

                                        10

                                    

                                

                            


                            I got multiple quotes to replace windows, but Canadian Choice stood out with their informative consultation. Their rep thoroughly explained my options, making me feel comfortable choosing them. I appreciated their flexibility in working with me to finalize a plan that met my needs and budget. Canadian Choice didn't mind going back and forth until we settled on the perfect window styles and scope of work. Their expertise and willingness to customize made for an outstanding experience replacing my windows.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Leah

                                Edmonton, AB

                                Joined 2021/01/30
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                                Window Purchase/Install

                                Windows & Doors Installation & Service in Edmonton
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                            Needed window upgrades in the house and had then all replaced. Very happy with knowledge, work and price point for what was done. Very efficient and high quality windows. Would defiantly recommend them.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Brent

                                Edmonton, AB

                                Joined 2021/06/13
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                                Windows, Door And Storm Door Install

                                Windows & Doors Installation & Service in Edmonton

                                
                                    
                                        10

                                        10

                                    

                                

                            


                            Installed ahead of schedule.
 They were the lowest quote we had.
 I love the quality of their windows and doors.
 They cleaned everything before they left.
 They offered to cover it through finance making it more affordable for us. They are easy to deal with.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Isaac in Edmonton

                                Edmonton, AB

                                Joined 2021/12/03
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                As seen and heard on:
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            Window and Door Installation Financing Made Easy
Accessible energy-efficient replacement windows and doors for every Edmonton family.


            Delivering high quality vinyl windows for over 30+ years to homes across Canada, we’re here to guide your project from A to Z. Our goal is to ensure every Edmonton household has access to secure, durable, and efficient windows and door replacements for less cost.


            Now with Canada’s Greener Homes Grant, cover up to $5000 of your home’s window and door retrofitting
                costs today to help save both the environment and your wallet.


            If that’s not enough, take advantage of our financing deals with options as low as 0%!
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                Quality Replacement Window and Door with a Smile


                At Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, we bring the highest quality technology to our window and door models to accommodate all homes, big and small. Scroll through our expansive catalogue and discover the window and door options available to you. Our licensed project managers are here to help you every step of the way.


                Choose from our selection of window and door options for the perfect fit. As Edmonton’s #1 rated
                    manufacturing AND installation service, we always deliver our best. Our products are tested to
                    exceed industry standards to bring you premium results at affordable prices. For more
                    information, learn about our industry-leading warranties and flexible coverage options today!

            

        

    







    
        
            
                
                What is the price of vinyl window installation in Edmonton?


                The cost of window replacement in Edmonton varies according to a number of factors, including window materials, size, and window style. Please view our table of estimated prices for a general guideline:

                *Please remember that window replacement costs in Edmonton will also depend on factors such as the inclusion of features like Triple Pane and LoE glass options. Whether or not you choose to retrofit your new glass units or invest in full-frame options will also influence your final cost of your window replacement project.

            


            
                

                	Architectural windows	$700 – $3200
	Tilt and Turn Windows	$800 – $1,500
	Double Hung Tilt Windows	$500 – $1,000
	Bay windows	$3,000 – $5,000
	Bow windows	$3,000 – $5,000
	Sliding tilt windows	$500 – $1,000
	Casement windows	$500 – $1,000
	Awning windows	$500 – $1,000
	Stacking Patio Doors	$6,000 – $20,000
	Sliding Patio Doors	$2,000 – $6,000
	Bifold Patio Doors	$10,000 – $30,000


            

        

    








    
        
            
                Location:

                Canadian Choice Windows™

                
                    10508 - 184 St NW, Edmonton, AB, T5S 0N7
                

                
                
                    We serve Edmonton Metropolitan Region: St.Albert, Sturgeon County, Spruce Grove, Stony Plain, Leduc County, Beaumont, Strathcona County and more!
                

                

                
                
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                

                

            

        

    


    
        
    






    
        Our Management Team
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        Our Installers
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        Frequently Asked Questions
Window and Door Replacements in Edmonton


        
            
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        How much is a window replacement in Edmonton?
                    


                    
                        The total cost of replacing windows in Edmonton depends on the specifics of your project — factors like size, customization, and the number of new windows you need. To get a precise quote from Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, visit our page with the cost of window installation for more information.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What materials are your windows and doors made of?
                    


                    
                        At Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, we provide a selection of energy-efficient vinyl windows and long-lasting steel entry doors that need minimal upkeep or replacement.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Are you a manufacturer?
                    


                    
                        Yes. We at Canadian Choice Windows and Doors manufacture all of our products at our facility on 55 Westcreek Drive in Vaughan.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Does Canadian Choice Windows and Doors have a showroom?
                    


                    
                        You can view our products in person at our showroom at 10508 - 184 St NW, Edmonton, AB, T5S 0N7. Our sales staff would be delighted to help you find what you are looking for and answer any queries you have.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can I have a discount to have my windows and doors replaced?
                    


                    
                        Customers who shop with us can enjoy a variety of excellent deals, such as a 50% discount on installation and a $5,600 rebate on DraftLOCK windows. Furthermore, they can take advantage of our payment deferral program and pay for their purchase in 2024.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you provide a lifetime warranty?
                    


                    
                        We provide a no-cost, transferable 25-year warranty on all of all our windows, that we manufacture and install, with no hidden fees or gimmicks. Visit our warranty page for more information about how you can take advantage of this comprehensive warranty.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Are Canadian Choice Windows and Doors Energy Star rated?
                    


                    
                        At Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, our passion for exceptional energy efficiency is evident in our Energy Star certified products. Our top quality windows and doors are made with Low-E glass coatings, multi-paned glass, and strong frames. Find out more by visiting our website.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Is it cheaper to replace all windows at once?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! Replacing all of your windows at once is more cost-effective than replacing them one by one. The installation process is much faster and more efficient when all of the windows are replaced at the same time, and the price of a larger project is often more economical than the cost of replacing each window individually.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can you offer financing options for replacement windows?
                    


                    
                        We’ve partnered with Vault Pay to make financing your purchase simple and easy! With no interest and no payments for up to 12 months, you can get pre-approved without hassle. Check out our website to explore all your financing options.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Are your windows designed to endure Canadian winter conditions?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! We, as Canadians, know all about freezing winters! Our Energy-Star-certified double-paned windows are firmly sealed to block out the chilliest winter drafts from entering your home. Hence the name, DraftLock™, right?


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        When should I consider replacing my windows?
                    


                    
                        Noticing drafts or foggy windows? Are your windows showing signs of cracks or not opening properly? It may be time to think about a replacement! Generally, windows have a lifespan of 15 to 20 years. However, earlier replacement may be required if you observe issues like cracks, warp, damage, or a broken frame, or if your energy costs are unexpectedly rising. Feel free to contact us for a no-obligation estimate for new windows. Set up an appointment here.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What are the differences between double pane and triple pane windows in terms of energy efficiency?
                    


                    
                        Double pane windows have two glass panes with an insulating air space, improving energy efficiency over single panes. Triple pane windows have three glass panes with two air spaces, providing even better insulation and energy savings than double pane, though at a higher cost. For maximum energy efficiency, triple pane windows are the top choice, but double pane is still an affordable upgrade over single pane glass.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can I expect a decrease in my utility bills if I decide to install replacement windows?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! We’ve seen our customers enjoy up to a 30% reduction in their energy costs after updating their windows. However, the exact savings can vary based on other factors in your home, such as the level of insulation and weatherproofing.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can I avail a free estimate?
                    


                    
                        Yes, indeed! We provide no-obligation, free estimates. Our team can make a convenient visit to your home to give you a cost estimate. Book your free in-home estimate.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can you match the price of competitors?
                    


                    
                        Yes, absolutely! We offer a price match guarantee. Should you find a written quote from a competitor, we’re committed to matching that price. This offer is applicable up to one week from the date of your order placement. After the said duration, we will no longer be able to match the price.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
            


            
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Should I choose vinyl for my window replacements?
                    


                    
                        The material for your windows is a significant choice, with various options including vinyl! Our experts are ready to assist you in making the best decision based on the specifics of your project.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What are the expenses involved in window and door replacement?
                    


                    
                        The expense associated with replacing windows and doors can vary based on the number of windows, whether a full-frame replacement or retrofit is needed, and your design and material choices. The typical price for each window replacement is around $900, but this can fluctuate based on your window size. For more details check the cost of custom windows.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What is meant by low-e glass?
                    


                    
                        Low-E, standing for low-emissivity, refers to a special type of glass that has a transparent metallic coating for improved energy efficiency. It permits short-wave solar energy inside, while reflecting long-wave infrared energy to help keep heat indoors during the winter months. This makes it ideal for places with colder climates like Canada, where preserving indoor heat is crucial. Interested in learning more? Explore what is Low-E glass.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Should I consider UV protection?
                    


                    
                        Without a doubt! UV protection is essential for any home. Our sealed units are designed with LowE coating, providing UV protection and guaranteeing comfort throughout the year, regardless of the weather conditions. During summer, the LowE coating effectively blocks heat and harmful UV rays, while in winter, it acts as an insulator, preventing heat loss and maintaining a warm and cozy indoor environment. Homeowners often choose it for its cost-effectiveness and lightweight nature. Don’t overlook the importance of UV protection! Don’t overlook the importance of UV protection!


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you offer energy audits?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! We provide free in-home energy audits to assist you in pinpointing the areas where your home can be optimized for energy efficiency, resulting in substantial savings on your energy bills for years to come. To get started, schedule a consultation with us: https://www.windowscanada.com/appointment/


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What do U-Value and R-Value mean?
                    


                    
                        U-Value and R-Value are terms used to measure the energy efficiency of windows. U-Value quantifies the amount of heat loss occurring through a specific window. A lower U-Value indicates better insulation and reduced heat loss. For instance, a U-Value of 0.1 signifies minimal heat loss, while a U-Value of 1.0 implies higher heat loss. On the other hand, R-Value represents the overall insulating value of a window. The higher the R-Value, the better the insulation provided by the window. Typically, a good R-Value range for windows is greater than R-5. If you have further questions, find out more about U-Value and R-Value


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can windows be installed in winter?
                    


                    
                        Usually, the optimal time for window replacement is when the weather is not extremely hot or cold. Nevertheless, our team of highly skilled installers is fully equipped to install windows during the winter months as well.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Are your products Energy Star certified?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! Our DraftLOCK windows have obtained the prestigious Energy Star certification, guaranteeing their superior energy efficiency.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you offer windows in custom sizes?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! With our in-house manufacturing capabilities, we are able to offer fully customized windows in a wide range of sizes, shapes, and colours. If you have specific requirements for your windows, feel free to contact our team and we’ll be happy to assist you with your custom project. Start your custom window journey here!


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        How should I prepare for window installation?
                    


                    
                        If this is your first time replacing windows, it’s natural to feel a bit overwhelmed. But don’t worry, our team is here to help. We will provide you with a detailed step-by-step guide on how to prepare for the window installation. Furthermore, our experts will be available to guide you through the entire process to ensure a seamless installation experience.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What are the material options for your entry doors?
                    


                    
                        Our entry doors can be crafted from two exceptional materials: Steel and Fiberglass! Our steel doors are highly regarded for their strength, security features, and long-lasting durability. They are specifically designed to withstand the challenging Canadian weather conditions without cracking or warping. Moreover, our steel doors are available in a variety of colours and styles, ensuring a perfect fit for your home. Additionally, they feature an insulated core to enhance energy efficiency.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you provide financing for window and door purchases?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! We offer a variety of flexible financing options and payment plans to make your window and door investment more manageable. Our aim is to ensure that you have access to the best financing solution for your specific needs. Furthermore, our financing team is ready to assist you through the grant process, helping you make the most of available opportunities. Explore the financing options and learn more about the process!


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do your windows help with soundproofing?
                    


                    
                        Yes, our triple-pane windows are specifically engineered to offer superior soundproofing capabilities. By incorporating three layers of glass, these windows effectively reduce noise transmission, creating a quieter and more peaceful living environment. Additionally, our triple-pane windows provide excellent temperature control, ensuring energy efficiency and year-round comfort. It’s worth noting that our triple-pane windows have been acknowledged by the HER+ program and are eligible for a $325 rebate per opening. Upgrade to our soundproof triple-pane windows for a more serene and comfortable home.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can you repair and service my replacement windows?
                    


                    
                        We do provide repair and service for our replacement windows on a case-by-case basis. Our goal is to ensure that every home is comfortable, well-insulated, and in optimal condition. However, please keep in mind that if a considerable amount of time has passed since the installation of your windows, finding exact matching parts for repairs may be challenging. Nevertheless, we will make every effort to match the repairs to your windows as closely as possible, ensuring the best possible outcome for your home.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can you take measurements for my replacement windows?
                    


                    
                        Yes, we provide professional measurement services for replacement windows. When you schedule a free in-home estimate, our knowledgeable sales representative will visit your home and take precise measurements of your existing windows. This ensures that your replacement windows are perfectly sized and fitted to enhance the aesthetics and energy efficiency of your home.
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                Take advantage of Canada’s Greener Homes Grant today!

                At Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, we are committed to helping you save money on your energy bills. To qualify for up to $5,000 in savings through our Greener Homes Grant.
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